No:- JMRC/O&S/RS/2014-15/NIB/005
Dated: 03\textsuperscript{rd} Sept. 2014

CORRIGENDUM -2

Name of Work:- “TENDER FOR RATE CONTRACT FOR PRINTING AND RELATED SERVICES”

NIB No.: - JMRC/O&S/RS/2014-15/NIB/005

The following Corrigendum may be deemed as an amendment in the Bid Document of the above referred Tender. All concerned may bid accordingly.

In Form- F-2 FINANCIAL BID FORM, “Paper Quality – 80 GSM”, wherever mentioned in the Document may now be read as “Paper Quality – 70 GSM”

Kulveer Singh
General Manager/Rolling Stock
Jaipur Metro Rail Corporation
Jaipur

Copy to:

1. Director(O&S),JMRC for kind information please
2. ED (RS), JMRC
3. ACP/IT for uploading the corrigendum of NIB at JMRC website